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Multiple types of physical heterogeneity have been suggested to explain anomalous solute transport behavior,
yet determining exactly what controls transport at a given site is dif!cult from concentration histories alone.
Differences in timing between co-located "uid and bulk apparent electrical conductivity data have previously
been used to estimate solute mass transfer rates between mobile and less-mobile domains; here, we consider
if this behavior can arise from other types of heterogeneity. Numerical models are used to investigate the
electrical signatures associated with large-scale hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity and small-scale dual-
domain mass transfer, and address issues regarding the scale of the geophysical measurement. We examine
the transport behavior of solutes with andwithout dual-domainmass transfer, in: 1) a homogeneousmedium,
2) a discretely fractured medium, and 3) a hydraulic conductivity !eld generated with sequential Gaussian
simulation. We use the !nite-element code COMSOL Multiphysics to construct two-dimensional cross-
sectional models and solve the coupled "ow, transport, and electrical conduction equations.
Our results show that both large-scale heterogeneity and subscale heterogeneity described by dual-domain
mass transfer produce a measurable hysteresis between "uid and bulk apparent electrical conductivity,
indicating a lag between electrical conductivity changes in the mobile and less-mobile domains of an aquifer,
or mass transfer processes, at some scale. The shape andmagnitude of the observed hysteresis is controlled by
the spatial distribution of hydraulic heterogeneity,mass transfer rate between domains, and the ratio ofmobile
to immobile porosity. Because the rate of mass transfer is related to the inverse square of a diffusion length
scale, our results suggest that the shape of the hysteresis curve is indicative of the length scale overwhichmass
transfer is occurring.We also demonstrate that the difference in sampling scale between "uid conductivity and
geophysicalmeasurements is not responsible for the observed hysteresis.We suggest that there is a continuum
of hysteresis behavior between "uid and bulk electrical conductivity caused by mass transfer over a range of
scales from small-scale heterogeneity to macroscopic heterogeneity.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Subsurface solute transport is classically described with the
advection–dispersion equation, which assumes that transport is
Fickian in nature, such that concentration observed over time at a
point in space (known as a concentration history or breakthrough
curve) has a nearly Gaussian distribution for a conservative solute
(Bear, 1972; Berkowitz and Scher, 2001). Breakthrough curves from
laboratory and !eld experiments over the past several decades,
however, often exhibit anomalous behavior, including skewed curves,
elongated tails, and/or multiple peaks (e.g., Adams and Gelhar, 1992;
Levy and Berkowitz, 2003; Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004). Numerous
hypotheses exist for describing this behavior, including diffusion-like

processes such as dual-domain mass transfer (e.g., Haggerty and
Gorelick, 1994; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995), time delays between the
concentration gradient and mass "ux from inertial effects and subscale
heterogeneity (e.g., Dentz andTartakovsky, 2006), and variable transport
rates causedby large-scale heterogeneity (e.g., Becker and Shapiro, 2000;
Becker and Shapiro, 2003). Several mathematical formulations such as
continuous-time random-walk theory (e.g., Berkowitz and Scher, 1995)
and fractional advection–dispersion equations (e.g., Benson et al., 2000)
have been proposed to simulate these observed transport behaviors.

Diffusion-based processes in dual domains have been thought to
control transport in some settings. For example, an advection–dispersion
model could not explain all the salient features of the bromide plume,
mostnotably themass balance, during a tracer test in the"uvialmaterials
at the MAcroDispersion Experiment (MADE) Site in Columbus, Mis-
sissippi. At early time, the plume mass was overestimated by 52% while
at late times it was underestimated by 23% (Adams and Gelhar, 1992).
Numerical simulations utilizing dual-domain mass transfer (Fig. 1),
where solute diffuses between amobile zone (the continuous path, such
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as fractures or connected pore space) and an immobile or less-mobile
zone (a discontinuous path, such as the rock matrix surrounding frac-
tured media, or unconnected pore space), was able to accurately predict
both solute migration and mass balance characteristics at the MADE
site (Feehley et al., 2000; Harvey and Gorelick, 2000). Transport models
controlledbyadvection–dispersiononlywereunable to explain the same
behavior (Barlebo et al., 2004).

Other studies have explained an anomalous solute tailing behavior
using advectively controlled transport. For example, tracer tests
were conducted in a fractured-rock environment at Mirror Lake, New
Hampshire, using three separate conservative tracers with different
diffusion coef!cients, each with two different pumping con!gurations
(Becker and Shapiro, 2000; Becker and Shapiro, 2003). Because tracers
with different diffusion coef!cients produced identical late-time break-
through behavior, the authors concluded that long tailing resulted from
an advective mechanism, not a diffusive one, and proposed that the
solute advects via different paths at different speeds to reach a given
destination. The early arrivals represent solute that has taken the fastest
routewhereas the later arrivals have taken a longerway or slower path;
the authors termed this behavior “heterogeneousadvection”. Day-Lewis
et al. (2006) supported these results by collecting a suite of saline tracer,
hydraulic and time-lapse radar data at Mirror Lake, and demonstrated
that heterogeneity in the permeability structure could explain their
!eld observations. In highly heterogeneous material such as fractured-
rock, anomalous transport controlled by advection is an attractive
explanation.

Distinguishing between the processes controlling transport, such
as heterogeneous advection based onmacroscopic heterogeneity versus
diffusive processes like dual-domain mass transfer, is generally based
on solute concentration histories measured within the mobile domain.
Unfortunately, concentration histories often do not contain enough
information to distinguish between the proposed processes. Sánchez-
Vila and Carrera (2004) demonstrated that for large travel distances
the breakthrough-curve shape could not be used to discern between
advectively controlled and diffusion-controlled transport because it
is possible to choose physical parameters for both conceptual models
that resulted in eachone!tting the same set of temporalmoments. There
is consequently still some question as to when a simple advection–
dispersion model should be used to reproduce the plume characteristics
(Barlebo et al., 2004; Hill et al., 2006; Molz et al., 2006) and over what
length scale mass transfer occurs. To accurately predict solute migration
through natural systems, we must integrate new data types that may
help to discriminatewhich processes control solute transport, and deter-
mine which models are most appropriate at a particular !eld site.

Geophysicalmethodsmay provide additional pertinent data in these
investigations. Results from an electrical geophysical dataset obtained
during an aquifer-storage and recovery (ASR) test in Charleston, South

Carolina indicate that direct-current resistivity methods may be able
to help estimate mass transfer behavior in situ (Singha et al., 2007).
The authors observed hysteresis between "uid electrical conductivity
(EC) and the bulk apparent EC, which contradicts common rock physics
relations, and suggested that the hysteresis is an effect of dual-domain
mass transfer. They contended that the lag between "uid EC and bulk
apparent EC is controlled by the rate of transfer between mobile and
immobile zones. This observation indicates that electrical geophysical
data, in conjunctionwith saline tracer tests,mayprovide evidence about
scales of mass transfer in controlling solute breakthrough behavior.
This conclusionwas further supported by theoretical work inDay-Lewis
and Singha (2008) and Singha et al. (2008).

To discriminate the processes controlling transport with geophys-
ical methods, we need to quantify the “footprint” or support volume
of the geophysical measurement. If the "uid and bulk EC data are
out of equilibrium solely due to differences in support volume, then
plume shape could play an important role in the interpretation of the
hysteresis between bulk and "uid EC, as previous studies have shown
that large, diffuse plumes can be more easily captured with electrical
data than small, highly concentrated ones (Singha and Gorelick,
2006). If averaging by the geophysical method is not responsible for
the disequilibrium between bulk apparent and "uid EC data, then
the observed disequilibrium suggests the effect of either dual-domain
mass transfer or heterogeneous advection. Geophysical data can then
be used to monitor disequilibrium between subsurface domains at
some effective scale. No studies have looked at this effect in detail.

Here,weuse numericalmodels to investigate the electrical signatures
of solutes associated with large-scale permeability heterogeneity and
dual-domain mass transfer to determine if the behavior in geophysical
data is dependent on the scale of heterogeneity or process controlling
solute transport. These numerical models highlight how differences in
scale and support between hydrologic and geophysical methods affect
data interpretation. Below,we analyze a series of numerical experiments
to understand the impacts macroscopic hydraulic conductivity hetero-
geneity and dual-domain mass transfer have on breakthrough curves
and electrical signatures.

2. Model construction

To test how macroscopic permeability heterogeneity and dual-
domain mass transfer control solute tailing behavior for simpli!ed
situations and how these processes are detected with electrical
data, a coupled "ow, transport and electrical conduction numerical
model was constructed using COMSOL (2006). Two-dimensional,
transient cross-sectional models were created to investigate solute
transport from an injection well in the presence and absence of
dual-domain mass transfer under a variety of geologic conditions,
including: 1) homogeneous hydraulic conductivity in the subsur-
face, 2) discretely fractured media, and 3) highly heterogeneous
hydraulic conductivity without discrete fractures in the subsurface.
Hydraulic head, solute concentration, and bulk apparent EC data
were simulated for each conceptual model.

We !rst solve a transient "ow system described by:
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where S is the storage term (1/L), H is hydraulic head (L), t is time (T),
K is the hydraulic conductivity (L/T), !f is the "uid density (M/L3), g
is the constant of gravitational acceleration (L/T2), p is the pressure
(M/LT2), D is elevation (L), and QS is the source of "uid (1/T). For a

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of dual-domain mass transfer. Solute moves through two
domains: themobile zone or continuouspathwayand the immobile zoneor discontinuous
pathway. Themass transfer rate controls the diffusive exchange of solute between the two
domains. In the example on the left, the fracture represents the mobile zone while the
matrix represents the immobile zone. In the example on the right, solute following
the path of the solidwhite linewouldmove through themobile zone. Solute following the
dottedwhite pathwouldmove into dead-end pore space or immobile zone andmay have
to diffuse back into the mobile zone.
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single domain, the predicted"owvelocities from this numericalmodel
are used to solve for concentration by:

"m
!cm
!t + "# $"mDL"cm! " = $u"cm + RL !3"

where "m is the connected porosity (dimensionless), cm is the solute
concentration in the connected pore space (M/L3), t is time (T), DL

is the coef!cient of hydrodynamic dispersion (L2/T), u is the "uid
velocity vector (L/T), and RL is the chemical reaction of the solute in
the liquid phase (M/L3T). The form of the coef!cient of hydrodynamic
dispersion is:
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u
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where #L is the dispersivity in the longitudinal "ow direction (L), #T

is the dispersivity in the transverse "ow direction (L), ui are the "uid
velocity components in the respective directions, $L is the tortuosity
factor (dimensionless), and DmL is the coef!cient of molecular dif-
fusion of the solute (L2/T).

For models incorporating dual-domain mass transfer, a second
equation describes that process:

"im
!cim
!t + "# $"imDL"cim! " = RL !5"

where "im is the immobile porosity (dimensionless) and cim is the
solute concentration in the immobile domain (M/L3). In this case,
the hydrodynamic dispersion term only includes molecular diffusion.
The reaction term links the mobile and immobile domains, where

for the mobile domain : RL = % cm$cim! "; and !6a"

for the immobile domain : RL = $% cm$cim! " !6b"

where " is the rate of diffusive mass transfer between domains (1/T).
We note that for the models here, only a single rate of mass transfer
is used, although previous studies have used multi-rate models to
account for mass transfer rates that vary with scale (e.g., Haggerty and
Gorelick, 1995).

To convert estimated concentrations to electrical conductivity,
we follow the relation established in Keller and Frischknecht (1966)
where 1 mg/L equals 0.002 mS/cm. For models without dual-domain
mass transfer, the "uid EC can be used in Archie's Law (Archie, 1942)
to calculate the bulk EC:

&b = a&f"
'
m !7"

where a is a !tting parameter (dimensionless), #f is the "uid con-
ductivity (mS/cm), and $ is the cementation exponent (dimension-
less), which is related to the geometry of the pore space and typically
ranges between 1.3 and 2. In the models with dual-domain mass
transfer, we follow Singha et al. (2007) to calculate the bulk EC:

&b = "m + "im! "'$1# "m&f ;m + "im&f ;im

! "
!8"

where #f,m is the "uid conductivity in the mobile domain (mS/cm)
and #f,im is the "uid conductivity in the immobile domain (mS/cm).
This equation is based on volumetric averaging, which is the same as
a model of bulk conductivity or resistivity that assumes conductors
in parallel and similar connectivity within a given domain. Other
averaging may be more appropriate for random media and should be
veri!ed with laboratory studies. Additionally, differences in formation

factors between the mobile and immobile domains are not consid-
ered, as data on these properties are dif!cult to measure directly.
These are important concerns that would change themagnitude of the
electrical conductivity between domains, although not the behavior of
transport outlined here. Bulk EC was then used to solve for voltage
using the following equation:

$"#d &b"V$Je
# $

= dQj !9"

where d is the thickness in the third direction into the page for these
2-D models (L), V is the electric potential (volts), Je is the external
current density (A/L2), and Qj is the current source (A/L3). The electric
potential is used to calculate the bulk apparent EC:

&ba =
I

VM$VN! "#KF
!10"

where VM is the electric potential at the !rst potential electrode
(volts), VN is the electric potential at the second potential electrode
(volts), KF is the geometric factor (L), and I is the current (A).

The model domain is 60 m tall by 100 m wide, and includes an
internal area of !ne meshing near the injection well and electrode
locations. In this synthetic experiment, we note that the boundaries
are close to the area of interest, but were determined to have a
minimal effect on the resultant heads, concentrations, and voltages.
An unstructured triangular mesh was generated using the built-in
!nite-element mesher with a prede!ned coarse mesh size, and was
then re!ned. The maximum element growth rate was 50%. The top
and bottom boundaries for the "ow and transport simulations are no-
"ux boundaries. For "ow, the left boundary is a speci!ed head of 3 m,
and the right boundary is a speci!ed head of 1 m, producing a hy-
draulic head gradient of 0.02. For transport, the left boundary is a
speci!ed concentration of 85 mg/L. The right-hand boundary is an
advective-"ux condition, which allows any solute being carried by
the "uid to exit the model, preventing a buildup of solute at the
boundary. The background concentration was set to 85 mg/L. When
dual-domain mass transfer exists within the model, the initial
concentration in the immobile domain was also set to 85 mg/L. For
electrical "ow, all boundaries were set to an electric potential of 0 V.
Parameters used in the modeling are shown in Table 1.

To evaluate the electrical response to tracer behavior, we simulate
a push–pull type test, loosely mimicking the data collection procedure
described in Singha et al. (2007). The injection/extraction well was
represented by a series of 32 points spaced 1 m apart vertically
from 9 m to 40 m below the simulated land surface and 46.5 m to the

Table 1
Physical parameters used in the homogeneous numerical models of "ow, transport, and
electrical conduction.

Storage term (S) 3e$5 m$1

Hydraulic conductivity (K) 1.15e$4 m/s
Hydraulic gradient 0.02
Injection rate 0.07 L/s
Pumping rate 0.095 L/s
Total porosity ("m) 0.1
Dispersivity, primary direction (mobile, %1) 1 m
Dispersivity, secondary direction (mobile, %2) 0.1 m
Tortuosity factor (&L) 1
Coef!cient of molecular diffusion (DL) 1e$6 m2/s
Initial solute concentration 85 mg/L
Injection concentration 16,000 mg/L
Current driven 1 A/m
Cementation factor 2
Mass transfer rate (") 1e$3/day–1e$1/day
Mobile porosity ("m) 0.025
Immobile porosity ("im) 0.075
Dispersivity, primary direction (immobile, %1) 0 m
Dispersivity, secondary direction (immobile,%2) 0 m
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right of the model origin, near the midpoint of the system. At these
locations, we injected 16,000 mg/L of solute at a total rate of 0.07 L/s
for 12 days, then ended the injection and allowed the "uid to "ow
due to the head gradient imposed by the boundary conditions for
2 days, and then extracted "uid at a total rate of 0.095 L/s for 32 days.
The injection and pumping rates mentioned above were distributed
evenly among the points representing the active well to evenly
distribute the pressure and solute over the entire well. Another series
of 24 points located 7 m to the right of the injection well and spaced
1 m apart vertically from 17 m to 40 m below the simulated ground
surface represent the observation well and electrodes. To drive cur-
rent, a given electrode pair was simulated by giving one point at the
observation well a current source of 1 A/m and giving the other one a
current source of $1 A/m.

Bulk apparent EC measurements were simulated with a dipole–
dipole type array considering only in-well dipoles. Skip-0 to skip-2
geometrieswere used,where the ‘skip’describes howmany electrodes
were skipped within a dipole; for a smaller skip, the measurement
averages less of the subsurface and provides better resolution (Slater
et al., 2000). We consider raw, uninverted bulk apparent EC data in
this study, as was done in Singha et al. (2007), where apparent
EC values are calculated using the injected current, voltage change
between potential electrodes, and a calculated geometric factor.

Flow and transport both required transient analysis because the
injection and pumping conditions are time dependent. Because the bulk
apparent EC measurement and its effects are effectively instantaneous,
the electrical "ow only required a steady-state analysis. The "ow and
transport problems were solved simultaneously (strongly coupled).
In the presence of dual-domain mass transfer, the second transport
equation is solved as strongly coupled with the "ow and transport
problem. After the "ow and transport simulations were !nished, the
steady-state electrical equation was solved through time for all the
different electrode con!gurations. Themodels simulate a total of 1100 h
to capture the extent of the tailing.

3. Development of a homogeneous model

To start, we consider a numerical model given the boundary
and initial conditions outlined above with a homogeneous hydraulic
conductivity of 1.15e$4 m/s. In this system, we model both classic
advective–dispersive behavior and dual-domain mass transfer, and
explore the geophysical signature associated with both. The homo-
geneous model serves as a control and provides an opportunity to
observe the effects of dual-domain mass transfer in the absence of
heterogeneity. This model mesh was re!ned until the element sides
were approximately 17 cm long, and ended up containing 8491
triangular elements. The models presented here have a total porosity,
in both cases, of 0.1. Modeling parameters are summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Modeling classical advective–dispersive behavior

When modeling classic advective–dispersive behavior, the tracer
transport appears Fickian, as expected: skip-0 bulk apparent EC in the
homogeneous model behaves in accordance with classical solute
transport and Archie's Law, and "uid EC and bulk apparent EC vary
linearly (Fig. 2). The bulk apparent and "uid EC at the observationwell
increase over time as solute breaks through, and then decrease during
the pumping period as tracer is pulled back to the injection well.
Although there is no heterogeneity in this scenario, we !nd that
similar to !eld bulk EC data, the model results show that as electrode
spacing increases, the response associated with the plume decreases.
This behavior is expected because increasing the electrode spacing
increases the support volume of the measurement at the expense
of measurement resolution. Consequently, we deal only with skip-0
data here. However, we note that increasing the skip does not
cause a disequilbrium between the "uid and bulk EC data in these

models, indicating, at least at the macroscopic scale, that the scale of
measurement does not impart hysteresis without the presence of
heterogeneity.

3.2. Modeling dual-domain mass transfer

Given the same parameterization as above, we add dual-domain
mass transfer to our simulation. This requires the selection of two
additional parameters: immobile porosity and mass transfer rate,
as shown in Eqs. (5), (6a), and (6b). In these models, the immobile
porosity is set to be 0.075 and the mobile porosity is set to 0.025, for
the same total porosity that was used in the previous simulation. At
low mass transfer rates (b1e$3/day), the system behaves as a single
domain and transport is approximately Fickian. By 1e$3/day, the
results are distinct compared to a single-domain model—elongated
tails exist in the breakthrough curves and signi!cant concentration is
transferred into the less-mobile domain (Fig. 3). The rate of mass
transfer is equal to the diffusion divided by the length scale of mass
transfer squared, so a mass transfer rate of 1e$3/day is equivalent
to heterogeneity on the scale of %9 m given a diffusion coef!cient of
1e$6 m2/s, whereas a mass transfer rather of 1e$2/day is equivalent
to heterogeneity on the scale of %3 m.

Mobile-domain concentrations in injection, storage, and early
pumping periods are lower in the presence of dual-domain mass
transfer than would be expected in the single-domain case due to
mass being stored in the less-mobile domain (Fig. 3). During the
pumping stage, mobile concentrations are higher than in the single-
domainmodel because previously trapped solute is diffusing back into
the mobile domain from an immobile domain “source”. For rates of
mass transfer greater than 1e$3/day, we observe a concentration
rebound at the beginning of the pumping stage (Fig. 3); as the solute
concentration in the mobile domain is removed, the mobile domain
becomes out of equilibrium with the high solute concentration in the
immobile domain. To compensate, solute is transferred back into the
mobile domain causing the concentration rebound observed in the
breakthrough curve.

Fig. 2. Simulated bulk apparent and "uid EC for a model with homogeneous hydraulic
conductivity. The black line is the true relation between bulk apparent and "uid EC used
in the model. The simulated bulk apparent EC deviates from the true value as a function
of support volume or geometric factor, but does not produce a measurable hysteresis
when dual-domain mass transfer is not simulated (black symbols). Introducing dual-
domain mass transfer (DDMT) at a rate of 10$3/day (gray symbols) produces
hysteresis. During the injection and storage periods, the hysteresis curve is below the
true relation between "uid and bulk apparent EC because the immobile domain, which
accounts for 75% of the total porosity of 0.1, is relatively fresh compared to the mobile
domain. Although not shown here, the shape of the hysteresis is controlled by the rate
of mass transfer and ratio of mobile to immobile porosity.
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In the presence of dual-domain mass transfer, "uid and bulk
apparent EC show hysteresis (Fig. 2). Bulk apparent EC is lower during
the injection and early parts of the storage phases than expected from
the mobile "uid EC, assuming Eq. (7), due to the remaining fresh-
water in the immobile domain. Bulk apparent EC is greater than
expected during the pumping and late storage phases as the saline
tracer moves into the immobile domain. As the transfer rate is
increased, the lag between "uid and bulk EC increases, creating a
wider hysteresis curve. However, at suf!ciently fast rates (1e$1/day;
length scale of 0.9 m) the lag is reduced because the two domains
equilibrate quickly and again act as a single domain with a total
porosity equal to the mobile plus immobile porosities.

3.3. Effects of averaging and measurement of support volume

Archie's Law does not account for the fact that geophysical
measurements have a larger support volume than the "uid EC, and
consequently can ‘see’ solute that is outside of a sampling well; there
is consequently the possibility that hysteresis is caused solely by a
difference in scale between the measurements. To assess the ability of
measurement support volume to cause hysteresis in the absence of
heterogeneity, we constructed a homogeneous model with a constant
background solute concentration of 85 mg/L. Using this model, we
calculated the geometric factor for the electrode con!gurations used
above. We then introduced the tracer via the injection/extraction well
as described above and using the same electrode con!guration,
invoked the injection current, and calculated the voltage change, and
we observed a deviation between the calculated bulk apparent EC
using Eq. (10) and the bulk apparent EC estimated from the model
(Fig. 2). We then repeated the experiment for the same background
concentration, but varied the injection concentration, thus creating a
difference in EC between the background and the plume, whichwould
change the support volume of the measurement as the current paths
change. In doing so, we found that the shape of this deviation between

the true and calculated bulk apparent EC is consistent for all the
injection concentrations. Importantly, no hysteresis between bulk
apparent and true EC is seen in any of these numerical models, which
means that for the models, presented here, the observed hysteresis is
caused by transport processes, not the difference in support volume
between "uid and bulk apparent EC.

4. Development of a discrete fracture model

To compare the above results to those from a system in which
macroscopic permeability heterogeneity may lead to anomalous trans-
port, we develop a numerical model with a discrete fracture. A planar
feature 0.2 m wide was emplaced at a depth of 36 m across the model
domain to represent a fractured zone. Except for increasing the hy-
draulic conductivitywithin the fracture to 0.01 m/s, all otherparameters
are the same as in the homogeneous model, including a total assumed
porosity of 0.1. The rate of mass transfer (") is the same in both the
fracture and matrix. An unstructured triangular mesh was sequentially
generated outward, resulting in element properties similar to that of
the homogeneous model; however, due to the small elements within
the fracture, this model contained 17,669 triangular elements (Fig. 4).
Model parameters are summarized in Table 2.

4.1. Modeling classical advective–dispersive behavior

The fracture simulation using the advective–dispersive equation
produces skewed solute arrival times, elongated tailing and a second
peak (Fig. 5). Notably, the discrete fracture results in hysteresis
without the presence of diffusive mass transfer (Fig. 6). The dis-
equilibrium is a result of the difference in concentration in the fracture
versus that in the surrounding matrix. Initially, the solute moves
rapidly through the fracture while the solute in the surrounding
matrix rock lags behind; the "uid EC is consequently high while
the bulk EC is comparatively low because the rest of the volume

Fig. 3. (a) Mobile and (b) immobile concentrations through time at one point in space from a model with homogeneous hydraulic conductivity. Lower concentration peaks in the
mobile zone exist for models with dual-domain mass transfer. The decrease in mobile porosity from the model without dual-domain mass transfer (10% porosity) to the model with
dual-domain mass transfer (2.5% porosity) causes a corresponding increase in transport velocity resulting in earlier solute arrival times in the dual-domain mass transfer model; for
the same reason, tailing behavior is comparatively suppressed. At high (10$1/day) or low (10$3/day) mass transfer rates, the mobile and immobile domains approach equilibrium
and behavior is similar to a single-domain model. Deviation in equilibrium behavior is notable at intermediate mass transfer rates.
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supported by the bulk measurement still has a low solute concentra-
tion. In the storage phase, solute concentration in the fracture swiftly
declines as the solute source is shut off, but the solute in the matrix
lags, resulting in a higher concentration outside the fracture. Hence,
bulk apparent EC is greater than predicted from the "uid EC because
solute concentrations in the matrix are now high compared to the
fracture. The rapid removal of the solute during the pumping phase
leads to decreases in "uid and bulk apparent EC in the fracture and
matrix. We observe a sharp increase in "uid EC in the fracture at the
transition between storage and pumping phases, which suggests
when pumping begins, the solute is rapidly advected through the
fracture zone resulting in an increase in observed "uid EC. The bulk
apparent EC continues to decrease during pumping, but otherwise,
the bulk apparent EC data mimic the breakthrough data. Macroscopic
heterogeneity of suf!cient magnitude and spatial extent produces
hysteresis.

4.2. Modeling dual-domain mass transfer

Taking the numerical model above with a discrete fracture, we add
dual-domain mass transfer by assigning an immobile porosity of
0.075, a mobile porosity of 0.025, and amass transfer rate of 10$2/day

to both the fracture and matrix. The shape of the breakthrough curve
for this scenario differs from the case of the discrete fracture without
dual-domain mass transfer in two main ways (Fig. 5): (1) solute
concentrations during the injection and storage phases in the mobile
domain for this case are lower than in the case without dual-domain
mass transfer, which is expected because the solute is being
transferred into the immobile domain; and (2) this case creates a
concentration history with a much more elongated tail than occurs
considering advection–dispersion alone. We also observe hysteresis
between "uid and bulk EC, but this curve differs from the case where
no diffusive mass transfer occurs by having a larger lag between "uid
and bulk apparent EC, a persistent lag throughout both storage and
pumping periods, and a lower bulk electrical conductivity during
injection (Fig. 6). The kink in the hysteresis curve at the transition
between storage and pumping phases remains; it is an advective
effect between the fracture and matrix.

We also tested two caseswhere the fracture andmatrix haddifferent
mass transfer rates. In onemodel, thematrix had a transfer of 1e$3/day
(approximating a length scale of mass transfer of %9 m) while the
fracture had a mass transfer rate of 1e$2/day (approximating a length
scale of mass transfer of %3 m), while in the second model the rate of
mass transfer in thematrixwas 1e$2/day, and the rate of transfer in the
fracturewas1e$1/day (approximatinga length scale ofmass transferof
0.9 m). Increasing the mass transfer rate in the fracture by an order of
magnitude beyond that used in the matrix resulted in breakthrough
andECbehavior similar to themodelswith a single rate ofmass transfer.
EC and breakthrough behaviors were similar based upon the mass
transfer rate in the matrix of the models, suggesting that the mass
transfer rate of the matrix controls the observed hysteresis.

The disequilibrium produced by models with and without diffusive
mass transfer are different when compared side-by-side. The disequi-
libriumcausedby the fracture aloneoccurs over a shorter time-spanand
is smaller in magnitude, indicative of the small scale of mass transfer
assumed. The lag caused by the advective effects of the fracture is
imprinted upon the disequilibrium caused by dual-domain mass
transfer, and manifests as a wider, smooth hysteresis that starts in the
injection period and persists throughout the storage and pumping
periods, indicative of both this small-scale mass transfer, and disequi-
librium created by the presence of the 0.2 m-wide fracture.

5. Development of a heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity model

To explore the impact of dual-domain mass transfer on electrical
signatures given a different type of heterogeneity, we develop a
heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity model based on sequential
Gaussian simulation. SGSIM (Deutsch and Journel, 1998) was used to
create a random hydraulic conductivity !eld 27 m wide and 46 m tall
with a grid spacing of 0.25 m which was centered on the pumping
and observation wells (Fig. 7). The geometric mean of the hydraulic
conductivity is 5.96e$4 m/s, the variance of the natural log of the
hydraulic conductivity is 1.2, and the correlation length is 2.25 m. The
hydraulic conductivity is set at 1.15e$4 m/s throughout the rest of the
model domain. The hydraulic conductivity !eld was then interpolated
to themesh,which contained 9890 elements. Themodel geometry and
all other parameters are identical to those used in the homogeneous
model. Modeling parameters are summarized in Table 3.

5.1. Modeling classical advective–dispersive behavior

When considering advective–dispersive behavior in this hetero-
geneous !eld, the tracer breakthrough appears non-Fickian (Fig. 8).
Plume snapshots indicate preferential "uid pathways, which are
expected given the variations in the hydraulic conductivity. The bulk
apparent EC data also indicates preferential "uid pathways. While
more subtle than the discrete fracture case without mass transfer
present, the relation between the bulk apparent and "uid EC exhibits

Fig. 4. Mesh used in the fracture at 36-m depth and in the vicinity of the pumping/
injection and observationwells.Well locations arewhite and electrodes are represented
with black rectangles.

Table 2
Physical parameters used in the discrete fracture numerical models of "ow, transport,
and electrical conduction.

Storage term (S) 3e$5 m$1

Hydraulic conductivity, fracture (K) 0.01 m/s
Hydraulic conductivity (K) 1.15e$4 m/s
Hydraulic gradient 0.02
Injection rate 0.07 L/s
Pumping rate 0.095 L/s
Total porosity ("m) 0.1
Dispersivity, primary direction (mobile, %1) 1 m
Dispersivity, secondary direction (mobile, %2) 0.1 m
Tortuosity factor (&L) 1
Coef!cient of molecular diffusion (DL) 1e$6 m2/s
Initial solute concentration 85 mg/L
Injection concentration 16,000 mg/L
Current driven 1 A/m
Cementation factor 2
Mass transfer rate (") 1e$3/day–1e$2/day
Mobile porosity ("m) 0.025
Immobile porosity ("im) 0.075
Dispersivity, primary direction (immobile, %1) 0 m
Dispersivity, secondary direction (immobile,%2) 0 m
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hysteresis (Fig. 9). As seen in the fracture modeling, macroscopic
heterogeneity produces hysteresis associated with the variability in
hydraulic conductivity alone.

5.2. Modeling dual-domain mass transfer

Given the model above, we now add mass transfer by assuming an
immobile porosity of 0.075, a mobile porosity of 0.025, and a range of

mass transfer rates. Breakthrough curves exhibit longer tails because
solute has been transferred into the immobile domain (Fig. 8). As the
mass transfer rate increases from 1e-2/day from 1e-3/day, the amount
of solute transferred into the immobile domain increases. Plume
snapshots still indicate preferential pathways from the permeability
heterogeneity. Notably, areas of lower hydraulic conductivity have a
higher bulk apparent EC for longer time periods because these areas
allow the mobile and immobile zones more time to transfer solutes.
Again, we observe hysteresis curves caused by dual-domain mass
transfer with the effects of larger-scale heterogeneity imprinted upon
them (Fig. 9). With mass transfer rates greater than 1e$3/day, we
observe a rebound in concentration in the breakthrough and EC

Fig. 5. (a) Mobile and (b) immobile concentrations from a point within the discrete fracture. Without dual-domainmass transfer, concentration rebound is observed at the beginning
of the pumping period due to solute being pulled back through the fracture. Introducing dual-domain mass transfer (thus lowering the mobile porosity from 0.1 to 0.025, in these
models) hastens solute arrival times. With dual-domain mass transfer, lower peak concentrations and longer tails are observed. (c) Mobile domain concentrations for models with a
homogenous mass transfer rate versus those with differing mass transfer rates between the matrix and fracture are nearly identical.

Fig. 6. Simulated bulk apparent and "uid EC for with a point within the discrete
fracture. The black line is the true relation between bulk apparent and "uid EC used in
the model. Discrete fracture zones result in hysteresis between bulk and "uid EC
without explicitly invoking mass transfer processes (black symbols). Introducing dual-
domain mass transfer (DDMT) increases the hysteresis (gray symbols). During the
injection period, the hysteresis curve in the presence of dual-domain mass transfer is
below the true relation between "uid and bulk apparent EC because the immobile
domain (7.5% porosity) is relatively fresh compared to the mobile domain (2.5%
porosity).

Fig. 7. Mesh used in the heterogeneous K-!eld simulations in the vicinity of the
pumping/injection and observation wells. Well locations are white and electrodes are
represented with black rectangles.
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curves at the beginning of the pumping period caused by solute being
transferred back into the mobile domain. When the mass transfer rate
is increased to 1e$1/day, the lag between mobile and immobile
domains decreases and the system begins to appear more similar to a
single-domain case.

6. Discussion and model relevance to !eld studies

Our modeling demonstrates that macroscopic heterogeneity as
well as solute mass transfer creates hysteresis between bulk apparent
and "uid EC data, and that the magnitude of hysteresis is a function of
the scale of solute mass transfer. While separating advective and
diffusive behavior may be dif!cult in !eld data, the disconnect

between "uid and bulk EC data could be used to estimate properties
like mass transfer rates or the volume of immobile pore space. How-
ever, to analyze these values in a meaningful way would require an
understanding of the site geology and expected heterogeneity. For
example, fracture sets can occur as groups of tens to thousands of

Table 3
Physical parameters used in the heterogeneous numerical models of "ow, transport,
and electrical conduction.

Storage term (S) 3e$5 m$1

Average hydraulic conductivity (K) 5.96e$4 m/s
Hydraulic gradient 0.02
Injection rate 0.07 L/s
Pumping rate 0.095 L/s
Total porosity ("m) 0.1
Dispersivity, primary direction (mobile, %1) 1 m
Dispersivity, secondary direction (mobile, %2) 0.1 m
Tortuosity factor (&L) 1
Coef!cient of molecular diffusion (DL) 1e$6 m2/s
Initial solute concentration 85 mg/L
Injection concentration 16,000 mg/L
Current driven 1 A/m
Cementation factor 2
Mass transfer rate (") 1e$3/day–1e$1/day
Mobile porosity ("m) 0.025
Immobile porosity ("im) 0.075
Dispersivity, primary direction (immobile, %1) 0 m
Dispersivity, secondary direction (immobile, %2) 0 m

Fig. 8. (a) Mobile and (b) immobile concentration at one point in space from the model with heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity. Although solute plume snapshots (not shown
here) demonstrate preferential pathways, solute behavior in the mobile domain is similar to the homogeneous case. Introducing dual-domain mass transfer (thus lowering the
mobile porosity from 0.1 to 0.025, in these models) hastens solute arrival times and produces tailing behavior similar to the homogeneous case. At low (10$3/day) or high (10$1/
day) mass transfer rates, the mobile and immobile domains approach equilibrium and concentration behavior is similar to the single-domain case. Intermediate transfer rates result
in deviation from equilibrium behavior such as the rebound observed at the beginning of the pumping period. With dual-domain mass transfer, mobile domain concentration peaks
are lower and longer tails are observed.

Fig. 9. Simulated bulk apparent and "uid EC for a model with heterogeneous hydraulic
conductivity. The black line is the true relation between bulk apparent and "uid EC used
in the model. Heterogeneity in hydraulic conductivity (var(ln(K)=1.2), without dual-
domain mass transfer (DDMT), results in a slight hysteresis between "uid and bulk
apparent EC without invoking mass transfer processes explicitly (black symbols). The
addition of dual-domain mass transfer at a rate of 10$1/day (gray symbols) increases
the hysteresis, as would be expected. The hysteresis observed here is smaller than the
previous two cases because the high rate of mass transfer keeps the mobile and
immobile domains closer to equilibrium.
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individual fractures in the !eld; it is therefore likely in highly frac-
tured media that the magnitude of hysteresis is smaller than in cases
where only a small proportion of large-scale fracturesmay be relevant
for conducting "uids (Long et al., 1991; Renshaw, 1995; Hsieh and
Shapiro, 1996). Based on our model results, we conclude that the
shape of the hysteresis curve in !eld settings tells us about variations
in the length scales of heterogeneity controlling transport. In general,
the results from both the dual-domain mass transfer and heteroge-
neity models indicate that as the length scale of the heterogeneity
decreases, so does the magnitude of the hysteresis. The heteroge-
neous hydraulic conductivity model with a correlation length of
2.25 m produces hysteresis quite different from models with an
intermediatemass transfer rate of 1e$2/day (infers a diffusivemixing
scale of %3 m), suggesting that the length scale inferred from mass
transfer is not simply a function of correlation length, but likely also a
function of geometry of the heterogeneity.

We should note that thesemodels cannot be fully representative of
!eld processes, in part because of the dimensionality of the modeling,
but also because !eld data are complicated by the effects of !ne-scale
heterogeneity in hydraulic conductivity or mass transfer parameters,
which are not considered here. For example, we chose to use a single
rate of mass transfer in our models, although many other studies
have utilized multiple rates of mass transfer. Quanti!cation of mass
transfer processes at multiple scales in !eld settings may be possible,
but would be dependent on collecting multiscale geophysical data.
Another simpli!cation in our model was to use a conservative tracer
that did not impact surface conductance; the consideration of this
process would change the hysteresis observed between bulk and "uid
EC. We also note that the time-scale of observation affects the role
that heterogeneity played in producing hysteresis between bulk and
"uid EC. In the discrete fracture model, solute traveling strictly
through the matrix broke through at the observation well and the
resulting difference between concentration in the matrix and fracture
caused the observed hysteresis. If we reduced the model simulation
time, solute moving strictly through the matrix would not have
enough time to reach the observation well and the hysteresis caused
by large-scale heterogeneity would be absent. Additionally, the dif-
fusion coef!cient used here is larger than the open-water diffusion of
many ions; adjustment of this parameter in the models would change
the estimated length scale of diffusion. Despite these simpli!cations,
we can reproduce a disconnect between the "uid and bulk apparent
EC similar to that observed by Singha et al. (2007) in the !eld given
either macroscopic heterogeneity or small-scale mass transfer, and
demonstrate that the disconnect is driven by the length scales of
heterogeneity, which may be information that is exploitable in !eld
settings.

7. Conclusions

Previous studies have highlighted the complexity associated with
interpreting solute transport processes from limited measurements
of point-scale "uid chemistry data, and that geophysical data may be
useful in estimating mass transfer rates and immobile porosities in
situ. Our modeling results indicate that subscale dual-domain mass
transfer and macroscopic heterogeneity both produce a measurable
hysteresis between "uid and bulk apparent EC. The hysteresis is
controlled by the geometry of low permeability material, the mass
transfer rate, and the aquifer porosity, which means that the curve
shape is indicative of the length scale over which mass transfer is
occurring. As previously noted, there are factors that may contribute
to hysteresis that are outside the scope of the study presented here.
For these examples, the curve shape is indicative of the length scale
over which mass transfer is occurring. In !eld settings, the shape
of the curve will also be dependent on many other factors such as
pumping rates, relative magnitudes of hydraulic properties, and
boundary conditions.

While quantifying advective versus diffusively controlled trans-
port can be ambiguous from these data, we note that the disequil-
brium between "uid EC and bulk EC data is indicative of mass transfer
processes at some scale, and provides a manner for estimating mass
transfer rates between domains and the volume of immobile pore
space as shown in Day-Lewis and Singha (2008). Collectingmultiscale
geophysical data may be key to determining how the rates of mass
transfer change with scale. In cases where good information on
site geology exists such that the macroscopic heterogeneity is well
characterized, electrical measurements may be used to help discern
advective versus diffusive controls on transport.
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